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Image and video content analysis are becoming more popular and complex with the advent of accessible
high quality camera sensors and various video analytics applications that enable us to automatically
process image or video to characterize and extract temporal and spatial information for different
functionalities including filtering, video surveillance systems, video content retrieval, urban traffic monitoring
and navigation, behavior and activity recognition, 3D reconstruction, etc.
One of the most common and challenging tasks in a video analytics framework is detecting and tracking
moving objects. A robust and fast moving object detection and tracking system is essential to determine
meaningful events and suspicious activities in a video surveillance system or to automatically annotate and
retrieve video contents in a video content retrieval system. In an urban traffic monitoring system, reliable
tracking results can be applied to automatically compute the flux of the vehicles for further road traffic
congestion analysis and so many other applications. The objective of this dissertation is to develop a
robust, accurate and high performance moving object detection and tracking system for Full Motion Video
(FMV) as well as Wide Aerial Motion Imagery (WAMI).
However, a robust visual moving object detection and tracking system needs to generalize across huge
variations in object appearance that may be observed through full motion videos. These variations usually
arise from three sources including object movements, camera motion and background dynamics. As target
object moves through the field of view of a camera, the object appearance may change dramatically due to
variations in pose, shape and scale or being partially or fully occluded. The 2D shape and appearance of an
object may also change substantially when the camera's viewpoint is altered. Capturing images using
moving cameras will impose extra challenges on the system unlike imaging with a fixed camera mounted
on a wall or a land-pose. Motion blur may occur at the moment of "shot" and can be further magnified by
slow exposure. Local sensor noise and compression artifacts are some other difficulties that may impose to
system by camera model. Moreover, environment complexities like dynamic background, sudden
illumination changes, background clutter, occlusion or shadow interferences are some of the typical
challenges that can make moving object detection and tracking processing more complicated 
Aerial video provides a global picture of the ground scene over different time scales. For example, urban
aerial imagery captures large scale activity analysis of vehicles and pedestrians in urban settings. Airborne
imagery enables understanding the simultaneous behavior of multiple drivers sharing the same road using
multi-object tracking, covers a greater variety of interactions between road-users than would be
encountered by any one single user, and facilitates routing around accidents to improve traffic flow.
However, detecting and tracking moving objects in aerial imagery is impacted by more challenges due to
small and low target resolution, large object displacement due to low frame rate, congestion and
occlusions, motion blur and parallax effect of tall structures, camera vibration, camera exposure and varying
viewpoints, low quality metadata and geo-registration errors. 
This dissertation presents a collaborative tracking system consists of a master tracker and two auxiliary
trackers. The main idea is to have a pool of trackers that are working together in an intelligent fusion
framework to improve tracking performance by being called dynamically. The input of the systems varies
from a standard definition video to very large scale airborne imagery collected over urban areas. The output
will be target tracklets that are computed using object visual features and object temporal motion
information. The visual feature-based tracker usually takes the lead as long as object is visible and



presents discriminative visual features. Otherwise, tracker will be assisted by motion information. Motion
prediction will be used to localize the object when being partially or fully occluded by trees or tall structures.
The estimated motion detection mask can be fused intelligently with visual object features to increase
tracking localization accuracy or being applied to initialize and perform persistent multi-object tracking.
Disciplined or informed intelligent fusion of different kinds of information is useful for a general purpose
tracking system across modalities and different computer vision tasks. Our developed system main
objective is to accommodate to object appearance changes due to scale, pose, orientation and illumination
and perform persistent tracking under background noises (clutter, dynamics) and occlusion as well as
camera motion effects. Two measures are used to analyze the performance of the visual tracking: Accuracy
and Robustness. Accuracy is the average overlap between the predicted and ground truth bounding boxes
during successful tracking periods. Robustness measures the number of times that tracker loses the target
during tracking. We weight robustness more than accuracy since the ultimate goal of visual tracking is
performing persistent tracking. It is also required to achieve real-time performance on low-power computing
platforms (laptops, PCs).
Image spatial context can be modeled as a hierarchy of abstractions by increasing the spatial scale. At the
lowest level are raw pixels with color and spatial information in 2D Cartesian coordinates (pixel level). At a
higher layer, further processing within a neighborhood yields features such as corners, edges, lines, curves,
and color regions. One may combine and interpret these features as objects and their attributes (object-
level). At the next higher level, structures are emerged, composed of one or more objects and relationships
among them (structure level). Finally, at the largest scale (image size) information regarding image content
is provided. 
We utilizes image spatial context at different level to make our video visual tracking system resistant to
occlusion and background noise and improve target localization accuracy and robustness. Pixel-level
spatial information are used to build intensity spatially weighted histogram or compute object foreground
and background color histogram tensor. Spatial layout of image fragments are preserved when constructing
the spatial pyramid of HoG. The structure-level spatial context (i.e. road network, building maps) can be
applied to filter out the false object detections by distinguishing background from moving objects in full
motion videos. Therefore, our proposed visual tracker is named Spatial Pyramid Context-aware Tracker
(SPCT).
We chose a pre-selected seven-channel complementary features including RGB color, intensity and spatial
pyramid of HoG to encode object color, shape and spatial layout information. We exploit integral histogram
as building block to meet the demands of real-time performance. A novel fast algorithm is presented to
accurately evaluate spatially weighted local histograms in constant time complexity using an extension of
the integral histogram method. Different techniques are explored to efficiently compute integral histogram
on GPU architecture and applied for fast spatio-temporal median computations and 3D face reconstruction
texturing. We proposed a multi-component framework based on semantic fusion of motion information with
projected building footprint map to significantly reduce the false alarm rate in urban scenes with many tall
structures. The experiments on extensive VOTC2016 benchmark dataset and aerial video confirm that
combining complementary tracking cues in an intelligent fusion framework enables persistent tracking for
Full Motion Video (FMV) and Wide Aerial Motion Imagery (WAMI).


